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The main strength of this book is that it examines the challenges facing the field
of Bioethics today from medical, ethical and legal perspectives. A critical
exchange of ideas from professionals in interdisciplinary fields allows everyone to
learn and benefit from the insights gained through others' experiences.
Examining, analyzing and understanding these complex medical-ethical-legal
issues and cases and how they are resolved will serve as a paradigm for all
professionals who will be confronted with these complex bioethical issues now
and in the future. The more we face these challenges directly, examine them
critically and debate them enthusiastically the more knowledge will be gained and
hopefully, we will gain more practical wisdom.
This comprehensive anthology represents the key issues and problems in the
field of medical ethics through the most up-to-date readings and case studies
available. Each of the book's six parts is prefaced with helpful introductions that
raise important questions and skillfully contextualize the positions and main
points of the articles that follow.
A balanced, accessible discussion of whether and on what grounds animal
research can be ethically justified. An estimated 100 million nonhuman
vertebrates worldwide—including primates, dogs, cats, rabbits, hamsters, birds,
rats, and mice—are bred, captured, or otherwise acquired every year for research
purposes. Much of this research is seriously detrimental to the welfare of these
animals, causing pain, distress, injury, or death. This book explores the ethical
controversies that have arisen over animal research, examining closely the
complex scientific, philosophical, moral, and legal issues involved. Defenders of
animal research face a twofold challenge: they must make a compelling case for
the unique benefits offered by animal research; and they must provide a rationale
for why these benefits justify treating animal subjects in ways that would be
unacceptable for human subjects. This challenge is at the heart of the book.
Some contributors argue that it can be met fairly easily; others argue that it can
never be met; still others argue that it can sometimes be met, although not
necessarily easily. Their essays consider how moral theory can be brought to
bear on the practical ethical questions raised by animal research, examine the
new challenges raised by the emerging possibilities of biotechnology, and
consider how to achieve a more productive dialogue on this polarizing subject.
The book's careful blending of theoretical and practical considerations and its
balanced arguments make it valuable for instructors as well as for scholars and
practitioners.
Ethics of Assisted Reproductive Medicinecompares and contrasts Western and
Islamic models of bioethics to make the case that the Islamic perspective (taken
from the Qur’an and the Sunnah) provides a viable and clear alternative that
goes beyond the dominance of the secular and its various philosophical bases, to
give Revelation and spiritual understanding precedence. In doing so, keeping to
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principles, it charts the way out of a confused circle of opinion that is making it
very hard to decide “what is best.”
Principles of Biomedical Ethics
Contemporary Debates in Bioethics
Ethics of Assisted Reproductive Medicine
Exploring the Controversy
Ethics and Professionalism
In this book the author explores the shifting philosophical boundaries of modern
medical knowledge and practice occasioned by the crisis of quality-of-care,
especially in terms of the various humanistic adjustments to the biomedical model.
To that end he examines the metaphysical, epistemological, and ethical
boundaries of these medical models. He begins with their metaphysics, analyzing
the metaphysical positions and presuppositions and ontological commitments upon
which medical knowledge and practice is founded. Next, he considers the
epistemological issues that face these medical models, particularly those driven by
methodological procedures undertaken by epistemic agents to constitute medical
knowledge and practice. Finally, he examines the axiological boundaries and the
ethical implications of each model, especially in terms of the physician-patient
relationship. In a concluding Epilogue, he discusses how the philosophical analysis
of the humanization of modern medicine helps to address the crisis-of-care, as well
as the question of “What is medicine?” The book’s unique features include a
comprehensive coverage of the various topics in the philosophy of medicine that
have emerged over the past several decades and a philosophical context for
embedding bioethical discussions. The book’s target audiences include both
undergraduate and graduate students, as well as healthcare professionals and
professional philosophers. “This book is the 99th issue of the Series Philosophy and
Medicine...and it can be considered a crown of thirty years of intensive and
dynamic discussion in the field. We are completely convinced that after its
publication, it can be finally said that undoubtedly the philosophy of medicine
exists as a special field of inquiry.”
A module designed to introduce high school students to contemporary ethical
issues related to advances in the life sciences.
As threats of infectious disease grow and the nation confronts chronic health
problems such as diabetes and obesity, health professionals, citizens, and
community stakeholders must address increasingly complex ethical conflicts about
public health policies and practices. Essentials of Public Health Ethics introduces
students to the field of public health ethics, by focusing on cases. Topics span the
discipline of public health and integrate materials, concepts, and frameworks from
numerous fields in public health, such as health promotion, environmental health
and health policy. By delving into both historical and contemporary cases, including
international cases, the authors investigate the evolution and impact of various
understandings of the concept of the public over time, i.e., the public not only as a
numerical population that can be defined and measured, but also as a political
group with legally defined obligations and relationships, as well as diverse cultural
and moral understandings. While the text examines a range of philosophical
theories and contemporary perspectives, it is written in a way that presupposes no
previous exposure to the philosophical concepts but at the same time provides
challenging cases for students who do have more advanced knowledge. Thus the
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book should be useful in Schools and Programs in Public Health as well as for
undergraduate public health courses in liberal arts institutions and for health
sciences students at the advanced undergraduate and graduate levels."
This volume is a definitive, high-qualiity, one-volume collection of key primary
texts for the study of bioethics. In its structure and content, the Anthology is
intended to complement the Companion to Bioethics, edited by the same scholars.
The Anthology is independent of any particular approach to bioethics. Can be used
as a source book to complement the Companion to Bioethics. Probes more deeply
than the standard anthologies into the foundations of bioethics. More global in
approach than competition.
Critical Concepts in Philosophy
An Ethical Analysis
Taking Animals Seriously
Bioethics: An Anthology
A Study Guide for Physicians and Physicians-in-Training
Critical Issues for the 21st Century
Perfect for introductory ethics courses, this popular anthology encourages a critical
examination of contemporary moral problems by presenting differing viewpoints
on issues like the death penalty; euthanasia; hate speech and censorship; world
hunger and global justice; and the environment. The readings, of which over 40%
are new to this Sixth Edition, include relevant legal opinions, as well as selections
from the work of some of the most respected contemporary writers and thinkers.
In its seventh edition, "Social Ethics: Morality and Social Policy" continues to
provide material that will encourage reflective and critical examination of key
contemporary moral problems. With additional readings and a new organization
that groups related chapters together under four categories, this edition enhances
the teachability that was the most salient characteristic of previous editions. The
text maintains its ability to bring the central issues into clear focus, while allowing
supporting arguments for widely diverse positions to be presented by those who
embrace them.
The “first of its kind”—a case-based ethics text designed specifically for PAs!
The expanded and revised edition of Bioethics: An Anthology is a definitive onevolume collection of key primary texts for the study of bioethics. Brings together
writings on a broad range of ethical issues relating such matters as reproduction,
genetics, life and death, and animal experimentation. Now includes introductions
to each of the sections. Features new coverage of the latest debates on hot topics
such as genetic screening, the use of embryonic human stem cells, and resource
allocation between patients. The selections are independent of any particular
approach to bioethics. Can be used as a source book to complement A Companion
to Bioethics (1999).
A Guide for the Physician Assistant
Studyguide for Biomedical Ethics by Mappes and Degrazia, Isbn 9780072303650
Essentials of Public Health Ethics
Morality and Social Policy
Principles and Problems
Biomedical Ethics Reviews · 1992
Provides expert help you need to make difficult bio-ethical decisions, covering a broad range of current
and future health care issues, as well as institutional and social issues applicable to multiple disciplines
and settings.
A portion of the revenue from this book’s sales will be donated to Doctors Without Borders to assist in
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the fight against COVID-19. The rapid spread of COVID-19 has had an unprecedented impact on
modern health-care systems and has given rise to a number of complex ethical issues. This collection of
readings and case studies offers an overview of some of the most pressing of these issues, such as the
allocation of ventilators and other scarce resources, the curtailing of standard privacy measures for the
sake of public health, and the potential obligations of health-care professionals to continue operating in
dangerous work environments.
A brief philosophical introduction to the most important ethical questions and arguments in six areas of
biomedicine. The topics cover both perennial ethical issues in medicine and recent and emerging ethical
issues in scientific innovation and capture the historical, contemporary and future-oriented flavour of
these areas.
Biomedical Ethics Reviews: 1992 is the tenth volume in a series of texts designed to review and update
the literature on issues of central importance in bioethics today. Two topics are discussed in the present
volume: (1) Bioethics and the Military, and (2) Compulsory Birth Control. Each topic constitutes a
separate section in our text; introductory essays briefly summarize the contents of each section.
Bioethics is, by its nature, interdisciplinary in character. Recog nizing this fact, the authors represented
in the present volume have made every effort to minimize the use of technical jargon. At the same time,
we believe the purpose of providing a review of the recent literature, as well as of advancing bioethical
discussion, is well served by the pieces collected herein. We look forward to the next volume in our
series, and very much hope the reader will also. James M. Humber Robert F. Almeder vii Contributors
Paul Christopher • Department of English and Philosophy Division, US Military Academy, West Point,
New York Gerard Elfstrom • Department of Philosophy, Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama Nicholas
Fotion • Department of Philosophy, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia Martin Gunderson •
Department of Philosophy, Macalester College, St.
Medical, Ethical and Legal Perspectives
Morality and Social Policy with Free PowerWeb
Social Ethics
Uncertain Bioethics
The Ethics of Animal Research
Human Identity and Bioethics

Professionalism and Ethics in Medicine: A Study Guide for Physicians and
Physicians-in-Training is a unique self-study guide for practitioners and
trainees covering the core competency areas of professionalism, ethics,
and cultural sensitivity. This novel title presents real-world dilemmas
encountered across the specialties of medicine, offering guidance and
relevant information to assist physicians, residents, and medical students
in their decision-making. The text is divided into two parts: Foundations
and Questions with Answers. The first part provides a substantive
foundation of knowledge in the principles, scholarship, policy guidelines,
and decision-making strategies of the modern health professions. The
second part assists practitioners and trainees in preparing for the complex
issues that arise each day in the settings where health professionals work
and train – clinics, research centers, educational contexts, and
communities. Developed by renowned leaders in a broad range of clinical
fields, Professionalism and Ethics in Medicine: A Study Guide for
Physicians and Physicians-in-Training is a major, invaluable contribution to
the literature and an indispensable reference for clinicians at all levels.
The humanity formulation of Kant's Categorical Imperative demands that
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we treat humanity as an end in itself. Because this principle resonates with
currently influential ideals of human rights and dignity, contemporary
readers often find it compelling, even if the rest of Kant's moral philosophy
leaves them cold. Moreover, some prominent specialists in Kant's ethics
recently have turned to the humanity formulation as the most theoretically
central and promising principle of Kant's ethics. Nevertheless, despite the
intuitive appeal and the increasingly recognized philosophical importance
of the humanity formulation, it has received less attention than many other,
less central, aspects of Kant's ethics. Richard Dean offers the most
sustained and systematic examination of the humanity formulation to date.
Dean argues that the 'rational nature' that must be treated as an end in
itself is not a minimally rational nature, consisting of the power to set ends
or the unrealized capacity to act morally, but instead is the more properly
rational nature possessed by someone who gives priority to moral
principles over any contrary impulses. This non-standard reading of the
humanity formulation provides a firm theoretical foundation for deriving
plausible approaches to particular moral issues - and, contrary to first
impressions, does not impose moralistic demands to pass judgment on
others' character. Dean's reading also enables progress on problems of
interest to Kant scholars, such as reconstructing Kant's argument for
accepting the humanity formulation as a basic moral principle, and allows
for increased understanding of the relationship between Kant's ethics and
supposedly Kantian ideas such as 'respect for autonomy'.
Biomedical Ethics: A Canadian Focus offers a detailed, engaging
examination of issues and debates encompassing biomedical ethics. Using
many Canadian cases and examples, ethical issues are explored in the
context of our health care system. Debates include patient autonomy,
confidentiality, morality, and genetic engineering, as well other topics
related to modern health care. Over one hundred renowned case studies
and articles are included, ranging from early eugenics programs to
moderngenetic testing, giving students valuable insights into biomedical
ethics in Canada.
Do animals have moral rights? If so, what does this mean? What sorts of
mental lives do animals have, and how should we understand welfare? By
presenting models for understanding animals' moral status and rights, and
examining their mental lives and welfare, David DeGrazia explores the
implications for how we should treat animals in connection with our diet,
zoos, and research. Animal Rights distinguishes itself by combining
intellectual rigour with accessibility, offering a distinct moral voice with a
non-polemical tone. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions
series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis,
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perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
What are the Issues?
Conscientious Objection in Health Care
An Anthology
A Canadian Focus
The Value of Humanity in Kant's Moral Theory
Mental Life and Moral Status
A textbook for undergraduates. Some 70 selections (more than half are new to this edition)
follow an introductory essay. Current controversies (surrogacy, genetic engineering, proxy
consent) are thoroughly covered. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places,
and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of
the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780072303650
9780074069417 .
Contemporary Debates in Bioethics features a timely collection of highly readable, debate-style
arguments contributed by many of today’s top bioethics scholars, focusing on core bioethical
concerns of the twenty-first century. Written in an engaging, debate-style format for
accessibility to non-specialists Features general introductions to each topic that precede
scholarly debates Presents the latest, cutting-edge thoughts on relevant bioethics ideas,
arguments, and debates
Harmonizing Bioethics is about relationships of peoples and cultures, our civilizations and living
environments. Following the original concept of bioethics by Fritz Jahr, we search for
harmonizing discourses in the process of industrialization and globalization. Confucius
'compassion' and Jesus 'love your neighbor' are the global backbones of our actual and future
deliberations. 'Do not hurt, be compassionate, be respectful, be responsible'. Issues such as
caring for the poor, euthanasia, organ transplantation and physician-lay collaboration and
teamwork are discussed in transcultural evaluation. A special aspect of urban bioethics and
culture discusses also the influence of artificial intelligence. Building upon these
pluriperspective grounds will direct us and the world in future collaboration as a bridge in global
ways in integrating peoples and values advancing to a new age for all.
Global Ways in Integrating People and Values
Physician-Assisted Suicide: What are the Issues?
Biomedical Ethics and Decision-Making
Ethical Issues in Modern Medicine
Health Care Ethics
An Introductory Philosophy of Medicine

Provides material that encourages reflective and critical examination of key
contemporary moral problems. This book enhances the teachability and
maintains its ability to bring the central issues into clear focus, while allowing
supporting arguments for diverse positions to be presented by those who
embrace them.
This best-selling anthology of readings with case studies provides insightful
and comprehensive treatment of ethical issues in medicine. Appropriate for
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courses taught in philosophy departments, bioethics programs, as well as
schools of medicine and nursing, the collection covers such provocative topics
as biomedical enhancement, clinical trials in developing countries, animal
research, physician-assisted suicide, and health care reform. The text's effective
pedagogical features include chapter introductions, argument sketches,
explanations of medical terms, headnotes, and annotated bibliographies.
Bioethics is a field of inquiry and as such is fundamentally an epistemic
discipline. Knowing how we make moral judgments can bring into relief why
certain arguments on various bioethical issues appear plausible to one side and
obviously false to the other. Uncertain Bioethics makes a significant and
distinctive contribution to the bioethics literature by culling the insights from
contemporary moral psychology to highlight the epistemic pitfalls and
distorting influences on our apprehension of value. Stephen Napier also
incorporates research from epistemology addressing pragmatic encroachment
and the significance of peer disagreement to justify what he refers to as
epistemic diffidence when one is considering harming or killing human beings.
Napier extends these developments to the traditional bioethical notion of
dignity and argues that beliefs subject to epistemic diffidence should not be
acted upon. He proceeds to apply this framework to traditional and developing
issues in bioethics including abortion, stem cell research, euthanasia, decisionmaking for patients in a minimally conscious state, and risky research on
competent human subjects.
This book distinguishes itself from much of the polemical literature on these
issues by offering the most judicious and well-balanced account yet available of
animals' moral standing, and related questions concerning their minds and
welfare. Transcending jejune debates focused on utilitarianism versus rights,
the book offers a fresh methodological approach with specific and constructive
conclusions about our treatment of animals. David DeGrazia provides the most
thorough discussion yet of whether equal consideration should be extended to
animals' interests, and examines the issues of animal minds and animal wellbeing with an unparalleled combination of philosophical rigor and empirical
documentation. His book is an important contribution to the field of animal
ethics and will be read with special interest by all philosophers teaching such
courses, as well as biologists, those professionally involved with animals, and
general readers concerned about animal welfare.
Harmonizing Bioethics
Social Ethics: Morality and Social Policy
Biomedical Ethics
Ethics by Committee
A Comparative Study of Western and lslamic Bioethics
Biomedical Ethics and Issues
When philosophers address personal identity, they usually explore numerical
identity: what are the criteria for a person's continuing existence? When nonPage 7/10
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philosophers address personal identity, they often have in mind narrative
identity: Which characteristics of a particular person are salient to her selfconception? This book develops accounts of both senses of identity, arguing that
both are normatively important, and is unique in its exploration of a range of
issues in bioethics through the lens of identity. Defending a biological view of our
numerical identity and a framework for understanding narrative identity,
DeGrazia investigates various issues for which considerations of identity prove
critical: the definition of death; the authority of advance directives in cases of
severe dementia; the use of enhancement technologies; prenatal genetic
interventions; and certain types of reproductive choices. He demonstrates the
power of personal identity theory to illuminate issues in bioethics as they bring
philosophical theory to life.
Drawing from clinical experience, philosophy, psychology, and current health law
and policy, Biomedical Ethics and Decision-Making is a detailed survey of
persistent issues in health care ethics, emphasizing the complexities and nuances
of practical decision-making and yielding a multifaceted and systematic approach
to solving problems. As a useful resource for both students and clinicians, it
includes references for further exploration of ethical issues as well as provocative
questions for discussion in classroom and clinical settings. As a textbook, it
stands alongside such standard works as Beauchamp's and Childress's Principles
of Biomedical Ethics; DeGrazia's, Mappes's, and Ballard's Biomedical Ethics;
Munson's Intervention and Reflection; and Vaughn's Bioethics. Besides presenting
current dilemmas in health care, it reviews elements of cognitive psychology,
describes common errors in critical thinking, offers techniques for evaluating and
integrating evidence into ethical reasoning, assesses professionals and
professionalism, invites readers to dissect philosophical analyses to bolster their
critical thinking skills, and provides opportunities to engage in self-reflection on
contemporary challenges in health care policy and delivery.
Historically associated with military service, conscientious objection has become
a significant phenomenon in health care. Mark Wicclair offers a comprehensive
ethical analysis of conscientious objection in three representative health care
professions: medicine, nursing and pharmacy. He critically examines two extreme
positions: the 'incompatibility thesis', that it is contrary to the professional
obligations of practitioners to refuse provision of any service within the scope of
their professional competence; and 'conscience absolutism', that they should be
exempted from performing any action contrary to their conscience. He argues for
a compromise approach that accommodates conscience-based refusals within the
limits of specified ethical constraints. He also explores conscientious objection by
students in each of the three professions, discusses conscience protection
legislation and conscience-based refusals by pharmacies and hospitals, and
analyzes several cases. His book is a valuable resource for scholars,
professionals, trainees, students, and anyone interested in this increasingly
important aspect of health care.
The sixth edition of this text features new coverage of research on embryonic
stem cells & expanded treatment of issues related to genetics, as well as new
articles on cochlear implants & the clinical management of intersex.
Exploring Bioethics
Bioethics
Moral Risk and Human Dignity
Professionalism and Ethics in Medicine
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Humanizing Modern Medicine
Applied Ethics

Physician-Assisted Suicide: What are the Issues? offers a
detailed discussion of recent supreme court rulings that
have had an impact on the contemporary debate in the United
States and elsewhere over physician-assisted suicide. Two
rulings by the U.S. Supreme Court have altered the
contemporary debate on physician-assisted suicide:
Washington v. Glucksberg (1997) and Vacco v. Quill (1997).
In these cases, the Supreme Court ruled that state laws
could prohibit assisted suicide and, therefore, physicianassisted suicide. These rulings mark the apex of over two
decades of unprecedented litigation regarding end-of-life
care and signal the beginning of a new clinical, ethical,
and legal debate over the extent of an individual's rights
to control the timing, manner, and means of his/her death.
The debate over suicide and assisting suicide is ancient and
contentious and intertwined with questions about the
permissibility of voluntary active euthanasia or mercy
killing. Responses to these issues can be divided into those
who defend physician-assisted suicide and many of these
other activities and those who object. But those who object
may do so on principled grounds in that they regard these
activities as wrong in all cases, or non-principled, in that
they believe there are more prudent, less disruptive or more
efficient policies. The authors in this book sort out these
responses and look at the assumptions underlying them.
Several of these authors give startling new interpretations
that a culture gap, deeper and wider than that in the
abortion debate, exists.
Ethics by Committee was developed for the tens of thousands
of people across the United States serve on hospital and
other healthcare ethics committees (HECs). Experts in
bioethics, clinical consultation, health law, and social
psychology from across the country have contributed chapters
on ethics consultation, education, and policy development.
The chapters discuss important considerations for HEC
members such as promoting just and ethical organizations,
developing cultural and spiritual awareness, and preparing
for the forces of group dynamics in committee discussions
and consensus-building. No other book on the market offers
the diversity of perspectives and topics while remaining
focused, clear, and useful.
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Biomedical EthicsMcGraw-Hill Education
The Ethics of Pandemics
A Textbook on Consultation, Organization, and Education for
Hospital Ethics Committees
Animal Rights: A Very Short Introduction
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